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Investigations on Random diagonal Code
for Spectrally Amplitude Coded- Optical

Code Division Multiple Access using
Direct Detection

Abstract : Optical Code Division Multiple Access
(OCDMA) is a multiple access technique in which multiple
users can access the channel simultaneously and
arbitrarily. Many codes have been proposed for spectrally
amplitude coded-optical code division multiple accesses
(SAC-OCDMA) in order to sort out the problem of
Multiple Access Interference (MAI) which is the main
cause of degradation for the performance of OCDMA. In
our work, code with cross-correlation ?c value zero has
been carried out in order to overcome the problem of both
Multiple Access Interference (MAI) and Phase Induced
Intensity Noise (PIIN). As the value of cross-correlation
?c is zero, the effect of PIIN has been ignored and finds
out that the performance has been degraded only because
of the effect of MAI. Direct detection scheme has been
used in the proposed setup and with this scheme we find
out that 20 users can achieve the Bit Error Rate (BER)
upto 4.21E-19, as performance is degraded by increasing
the number of users. Comparison is made between
different codes such as Walash Hadmard, Modified
Double Weight (MDW), Dynamic Cyclic Shift (DCS) and
zero cross correlation (ZCC) Random Diagonal Code
(RD). Although RD has cross correlation (?c) value very
small, simple code construction and less weight, but still
RDC performs better.

Keywords : Bit Error Rate (BER.), Dynamic Cyclic
Shift (DCS), Multiple Access Interference (MAI), Optical
Code Division multiple access (OCDMA) and Zero Cross-
correlation (ZCC).

I. INTRODUCTION

OCDMA is a technology to realize multiplexing
transmission and multiple access by coding in optical
domain, which supports multiple simultaneous
transmissions at the same time and frequency [1]. It
is another technology of multiplexing and multiple
access besides OTDM and WDM and a potentially
promising technique for optical networks in the
future. In Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
scheme, each time slots are assigned to
corresponding users. But the only limitation in this
scheme is bandwidth and only synchronous network
communications can be used. The other technique
is wavelength division multiple in which particular
wavelength is assigned to each user. In this scheme
bandwidth is used efficiently and asynchronous
transmission is maintained but it can support only
limited number of users. Therefore, OCDMA is a
promising technique which requires no electronics
for synchronization [2].

OCDMA can be classified basically on two
criteria. Firstly, it depends on working principle can
be classified into incoherent

OCDMA [3-4], (coding is done on optical power
basis) and coherent OCDMA [5-6], (coding is done
on field amplitude basis). Secondly, it works on
coding domain. OCDMA coding operation can be
1-D, 2-D and 3-D. 1-D codes are to be performed in
time domain or frequency domain [7]. 2-D codes
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are performed in both time domain and frequency
domain [8]. 3-D codes are referred as space, time
and frequency [9].

OCDMA is a technology to realize multiplexing
transmission and multiple access by coding in optical
domain, which supports multiple simultaneous
transmissions at the same time and frequency [1]. It
is another technology of multiplexing and multiple
access besides OTDM and WDM and a potentially
promising technique for optical networks in the
future. In Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
scheme, each time slots are assigned to
corresponding users. But the only limitation in this
scheme is bandwidth and only synchronous network
communications can be used. The other technique
is wavelength division multiple in which particular
wavelength is assigned to each user. In this scheme
bandwidth is used efficiently and asynchronous
transmission is maintained but it can support only
limited number of users. Therefore, OCDMA is a
promising technique which requires no electronics
for synchronization [2]. OCDMA can be classified
basically on two criteria. Firstly, it depends on
working principle can be classified into incoherent
OCDMA [3-4], (coding is done on optical power
basis) and coherent OCDMA [5-6], (coding is done
on field amplitude basis).

Secondly, it works on coding domain. OCDMA
coding operation can be 1-D, 2-D and 3-D. 1-D
codes are to be performed in time domain or
frequency domain [7]. 2-D codes are performed in
both time domain and frequency domain [8]. 3-D
codes are referred as space, time and frequency [9].

II. OCDMA ARCHITECTURE

OCDMA system usually consists of OCDMA
source, encoder/decoder and receiver section. In this
there could be N transmitters and N receivers. The
system is based on star network. The OCDMA
encoder and decoder are the key components to
implement OCDMA systems by assigning a unique
spreading code approximately orthogonal to all the
other codes. The encoded signal is applied through
N × N star coupler to an optical fiber. In the receiver
section, there is a decoder which is a symmetric
structure and after decoding original signal is
obtained. Fig. 1 shows the typical block diagram of
multiple access of optical code multiplexing.

Fig. 1: OCDMA System Architecture

III. RD CODE STRUCTURE

The three important parameters of OCDMA are
(N, w, ?c) where N is the number of users, w is the
weight of code word and ?c is the cross correlation
property of code. In our design ?c is considered to
be 0 as there is no overlapping of binary 1. Random
Diagonal code is a two dimensional code and
represented in the form of K×L where K represent
the number of users and L represents minimum code
length as proposed in [16]. The matrices have binary
coefficient either 0 or 1 where 1 represents the weight
of code word. Transformation of code from w=1 to
w=2 is given by:

Many OCDMA strategies have been proposed,
where one of the major concerns of designing RD
code sequences is MAI because the performance of
such system is usually interference limited. However,
due to the characteristics of optical signals, in the
direct detection method used OCDMA system the
signature sequence consists of unipolar code  (0, 1)
sequences. We denote a code by (N, W, L), where N
is the code length, W is the code weight, and L is in-
phase cross correlation. Let us define

Y=
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as the in phase cross correlation of two different
sequences X = (x1, x2, . . . , x N)and Y = (y1, y2, . . .
, y N). When ? = 1, it is considered that the code
possesses ideal in phase cross correlation. The design
of this new code can be performed by dividing the
code sequence into two groups, which are code
segment and data segment.
Step 1, data segment:

Let the elements in this group have only one “1”
to stay cross correlation zero at data level (? = 0).
This property is indicated by the matrix (K × K)
where K will represent number of users. These
matrices have binary coefficient and a Zero cross
code weight (W=1) are represent as Y. For e.g. there
are three users (K=3) for which Y can be expressed
as:

Y1=

where [Y1] consists of (K × K) opposite side
identity matrices. Indication for the above expression
the cross correlation between any two rows is always
zero.
Step 2, code segment:

From the representation of this matrix can be
expressed as given for W = 4,

[Y2] = 

While [Y2], consists of two parts weighted matrix
part [W] and basics matrix part [B]. Basic part [B]
can be expressed as

[B] =                  … (4.7)

From the above basic matrix [B] determine the
number of users (K) and the code length (N), as given
by (K × N) matrix. Notice that the code weight of
each row is equal to 4, and the relation between N
and K for this case (W = 4) can be expressed as N =

K +7. and weight part called [M] matrix .

IV. SIMULATION SETUP

To implement Random diagonal code in a
network design, the simulationsetup is shown in fig.
The performance of RDC code has beensimulated
by Optisystem version 7.0. Light Emitting Diode
(LED) is used as broadband light source. WDM
Demux is used to demultiplex the signal into 10
spectral components for 5 users of the LED. The
code with weight four is assigned to each user and
performance evaluation of 5, 10 and 20 users has
been evaluated. Pseudo Random Bit Pulse Generator
(PRBS) is used to generate random bit of data for
each user. Then the signal is passed through optical
fiber of different lengths and at the receiver

Parameters Value used in the Simulation
Data bit rate 622 Mbps Spectral chip width

0.6nm Operating wavelength 1550nm Dark current
10Na, Photodetector efficiency 0.6,Thermal noise
1e-022 W/Hz, Receiver noise temperature 300K
section direct detection scheme is used as there is
not any complementary code. PIN photo detector is
used at the receiver section and performance has
been evaluated from eye diagram and Bit Error Rate
(BER) analyzer. The tests were carried out at the
rate 622 Mbps for different lengths of optical fiber
and different active users Random Diagonal code is
constructed with cross correlation value zero. In table
4 comparisons is made between different codes such
as Modified Double Weight (MDW), Walash
Hadmard, dynamic cyclic shift (DCS) and Zero
Cross Correlation (ZCC). The code length (L),
weight (w) and cross correlation values (?c).
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The performance of the system is characterized
by referring to BER. The Random code system is
compared with other SAC-OCDMA codes. Fig. 3(a),
shows the eye diagram for Random Diagonal code
in which direct detection with weight w=4 is used at
the distance of 10 km of fiber length. It has been
detected that typical BER is 7.26954E-44 for 5 users
at rate of 622 Mbps & the value of BER is 1.1316E-
38 for 10 users at same rate, thus performance have

been degraded while increases the no. of users. The
eye diagram shown in fig.3(b) clearly depicts that
RD code system gives better performance, having a
larger eye opening, the corresponding simulated
DCS,

Walash hadmard & MDW. The vertical distance
b/w the top of the eye opening & maximum signal
level gives the degree of distortion. The height of
the eye opening at the specified sampling line shows.

Fig. 2 :Schmeatic  Block diagram of Random diagonal code for 5 users
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Fig. 3a: Eye diagram of RD code at 10 km

Fig. 3b:Eye diagram of RD code at 50 km
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Fig. 3b:Eye diagram of RD code at 50 km

Fig 4: Analysis of BER at different length

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, performance evaluation of
OCDMA system has been investigated of RD code
at different length 10km, 50kmand 70km.We can
improve the BER by using amplifier as shown in
figure 5. The performance of OCDMA has been
degraded by MAI & PIIN. As BER for walash
hadmard is 1.88E-17, MDW is 2.026E-26, DCS is
2.61E-39 and ZCC is 7.27E-60 for 10 km length of
fiber by considering 2 users. By increasing the length
and no. of users the performance has been degradaed.
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